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In his paper, Chandi C. Dey reports on the measurement
of the nuclear quadrupole interaction of 181Hf(β−)181Ta
in α-Hf metal with a few percent zirconium heated in air
by perturbed angular correlation (PAC) of γ-rays. Since
he did not observe the formation of HfO2 up to 773 K
and during initial heating at 873 K for one day, he con-
cluded that no oxygen is absorbed. The time dependent
hyperfine interaction was therefore attributed to the diffu-
sion of hafnium atoms. The transformation from α-Hf to
HfO2 did not follow an Arrhenius-law, contrary to his ex-
pectations. Furthermore, he attributed the time dependent
hyperfine interaction in HfO2 to the diffusion of hafnium
atoms.

This interpretation is in sharp conflict with existing data as
will be discussed below.
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1. Heating ααα-Hf metal in air up to but excluding
the formation of HfO2

Data on hafnium metal are compiled, e.g. in [1].
The self-diffusion of pure α-Hf metal was studied ex-
tensively by Herzig et al. [2] in a wide temperature
range. Diffusivities are so low that measurements usu-
ally start at temperatures well above 1000 K. This is
also true for α-Hf containing 4.1 at. % zirconium. This

rules out the interpretation of the time dependent hy-
perfine interaction being due to hafnium diffusion at
873 K. Similar arguments apply for the diffusion of
zirconium. It remains to be discussed whether tanta-
lum atoms after nuclear transformation could diffuse
rapidly enough. Although there seem to be no data
for tantalum diffusion in α-Hf, the data on niobium
in α-Zr [3], a closely related system, speak against
a drastic increase of the diffusion of tantalum com-
pared to α-Hf. It should be kept in mind that con-
trary to the so-called fast diffusers like iron and nio-
bium in group IVb metals, where an impurity–vacancy
complex and a vacancy mechanism was assumed,
there is no impurity before transmutation of 181Hf to
181Ta. Furthermore, positron annihilation studies have
shown that the creation of vacancies in α-Hf metal
requires an energy of about 2 eV [4]. Thus tantalum
can also be ruled out as the diffusing species even at
873 K.

Hafnium metal is known to be an efficient getter ma-
terial. Therefore, in earlier studies of the transforma-
tion temperature of α-Hf to β -Hf [5], the thermal ex-
pansion of α-Hf [6], and the high pressure-temperature
(P-T) phase transitions [7] took great care to avoid
oxygen uptake from the residual gas. In fact, oxygen
uptake was considered responsible for discrepancies
between reported transition temperatures, lattice con-
stants, and thermal expansion coefficients [5, 6]. This
means that oxygen – very likely interstitial oxygen –
diffuses rapidly throughout the entire sample. This is
certainly also true for heating α-Hf metal in air.

The diffusivities of oxygen are 2 – 3 orders of mag-
nitude larger than the diffusivities of the pure α-Ti and
α-Zr (see Fig. 2 of [2]) and this is very likely also true
for α-Hf.

Therefore, the diffusing species are oxygen atoms
rather than hafnium atoms. This is further corrobo-
rated by the following observations. Firstly, diffusing
hafnium atoms would certainly show up in the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) data of [5] or the single crystal XRD
data of [6] which is not the case. Secondly, the reported
data on the volume expansion (see Fig. 8 in [6]) show
no anomaly in the temperature range up to 1250 K
(there is more scatter of the data at higher tempera-
tures). Finally, the high P-T studies [7] show polymor-
phic phase transitions and no indication of diffusing
hafnium atoms.
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2. Formation of HfO2 at 873 K

The formation of HfO2 certainly proceeds via nu-
cleation and growth as soon as there is enough in-
terstitial oxygen and the temperature is high enough.
This is a solid state transformation from α-Hf with
absorbed oxygen to HfO2 with a complete restruc-
turing of the crystal structure. In fact, upon oxida-
tion the metal is pulverized with the eventual release
of aerosols. During pulverization further oxygen does
not have to diffuse over macroscopic distances. Thus
a first-order kinetic (or Arrhenius-law) is quite unex-
pected. With more and very accurate data on the trans-
formation kinetics, a possible mechanism could be de-
rived according to the classification scheme of Han-
cock and Sharp [8].

3. Time dependent hyperfine interaction during
cool-down of HfO2

The argument of C. C. Dey that the diffusing species
in HfO2 are again hafnium atoms is based on the for-

mula λmax = 6ω f
Q [9], where λmax denotes the maxi-

mum of the relaxation rate which is observed between
the slow and fast relaxation regime, and ω f

Q is the fre-
quency describing the strength of the fluctuating inter-
action. In [9] instead of ω f

Q the expression ω f
0 is used

where ω0 is the smallest energy difference of the hy-
perfine split state and is a factor of 6 larger than ωQ
for axial symmetry. Hence, the authors of [9] quote
λmax = 0.5ω f

0. It is not clear why C. C. Dey used the
static ωs

Q for α-Hf in this formula because the system
has already transformed to HfO2. Instead the fast ω f

Q
for HfO2 would be appropriate which is not known ac-
curately. Moreover, for the large values of ωs

Q for HfO2

with presumably smaller values for ω f
Q, the value of

λmax is massively shifted to lower values [9].
Interestingly enough, the relaxation data shown in

Figure 5 in the paper by C.C. Dey are reminiscent of
the PAC study of oxygen diffusion in stabilized zirco-
nia by Baudry et al. [10]. The only important differ-
ence is that HfO2 is monoclinic with a large ωs

Q. Thus,
again, the diffusing species is very likely oxygen rather
than hafnium.
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